
Patent pending

Multifold
For flexibility in terms of design

and application: 

HAWA-Multifold 30 and 30/W –

the easy-to-install, smooth-

running folding sliding hard-

ware systems for cupboard

doors with a panel weight of 

up to 30 kg (60 lbs).
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HAWA-Mult i fold 30/W
HAWA-Multifold 30/W is an addition to

the HAWA-Multifold 30 (Infront and

Vorfront) hardware system. It is instal-

led on one side using concealed hin-

ges and does not require a bottom

guide. This hardware set may be used

on the left or thr right as desired, and

is supplied together with an 1100 mm

(3’7 ”) top track.

Construct ion
Inlay and overlay door constructions

are possible.
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Unique folding system
With the HAWA-Multifold 30/W it is 

possible to cover an opening of up to 2

metres in width with a dual-panel 

folding stack (left and right). Unlike

other systems, the folding panels are

not suspended with concealed metal

strips here, but instead are guided 

with greater precision by our newly

developed and extremely robust 

concealed press-fit cup. As a result, the

folding panels are rendered much more

stable.One disadvantage with many

systems is that, due to the design of the

folding door stack, either a broad 

section of the cabinet is not directly

accessible, or it is necessary to pull on

the edge of the door facing the cabinet

in order to close it. Hawa has now

solved this problem by coming up with 

a carefully designed folding method.
Planning/ instal lat ion 
HAWA-Mult i fold 30/W

For planning and installation please use

the installation instructions code 15567.
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HAWA-Multifold 30, sets without profile set

Maximum
panel
widths

panel code

«Two-panel
cabinet/wardobe»
set

500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15037

«Exterior type» set
(for left and
right-hand use)

500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15276

«Central type» set
500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15039

«Sidefit type» set,
without exterior
concealed hinges
(for left and
right-hand use)

650 mm
(2'1 19

32
") 2 15040

HAWA-Multifold 30/W, sets

panel code

Set for «walk-in cabinet»,
without exterior concealed
hinges, with top track

2 15569

Set for «walk-in cabinet»,
without exterior concealed
hinges, without top track

2 18286

Each set contains installation instruction.

Profile sets

mm/inch code

Top track and bottom
guide channel,
alu plain anodized,
predrilled,
with brush seal

1100
(3'7 5

16
")

15024

1800
(5'1055

64
")

15025

2500
(8'227

64
")

15026

3500
(11'551

64
")

15027

6000
(19'8 7

32
")

15290

Installation instructions are added to each profile set.

Vertical seal profiles, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR)

code

Seal profile,
white (RAL 9010)

5 m roll
(16'427

32
")

15227

10 m roll
(32'945

64
")

15228

Seal profile,
black

5 m roll
(16'427

32
")

15224

10 m roll
(32'945

64
")

15225

Accessories

code

Folding panel connecting elements for
two pairs of folding sliding doors
(2-piece set)

14933

Panel surface equalizer, plastic black
(2-piece set)

14906

Furniture bar bolt lock, 27/110/8 mm
(1 1

16
" / 4 21

64
" / 5

16
"), nickel finish, with

1 EURO key, 2 half-round rods, 1500 mm
(4'11 1

16
"), rod guides and strike plates

(simultaneous locking)

20875

20876

Furniture bar bolt lock, 27/110/8 mm
(1 1

16
" / 4 21

64
" / 5

16
"), nickel finish, with

Kaba-8- cylinder (length 25 mm [63

64
"]) 1

press-fit sleeve, 2 keys, 2 half-round rods,
1500 mm (4'11 1

16
"), rod guides and strike

plates (separate locking)

20873

20874

Concealed hinge, dull nickel finish, 110°
(inset panels)

14528

Concealed hinge, dull nickel finish, 120°
(overlay panels)

15059

Mortising template for cup recesses 14761

F e a t u r e s o f t h e H AWA - M u l t i f o l d 3 0 – 3 0 / W
• Maximum panel weight 30 kg (66 lbs.),

panel pair 60 kg (132 lbs.)

• Maximum panel heights 2600 mm (8'6 23
64 ")

• Panel widths 200 – 500 mm (77
8" - 1'7 11

16") / attached to

the side, with guide channel 650 mm (2'119
32")

• Panel thicknesses 19 – 25 mm ( 3
4 " - 63

64 ")

• Vertical groove width 3 – 5 mm ( 1
8" -

13
64 ")

• Vertical adjustment ± 2 mm ( 5
64 ")

O r d e r s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
• Number and type of sets

• Number and type of profile sets

• Number of rollers and type of vertical seal profiles

• Number and type of accessories

• Whether with or without mortising template

Subject to modification. Metric specifications are exact
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Thanks to their amazing 

versatility, the 

HAWA-Multifold 30 and 30/W

give you plenty of scope for 

the most varied creations –

from miniature cabinets to

walk-in cupboards. 

Superior  technology
HAWA-Multifold 30 – 30/W are our two

folding sliding hardware systems that

open up all avenues for you with regard

to cabinet doors with a panel weight of

up to 30 kg (60 lbs). When the doors

move they are virtually silent. The versa-

tility of these hardware systems is sim-

ply astounding, for the folded panels

can be moved freely to and fro or affixed

on the side. Their advanced technology

is going to take some beating too. They

feature a horizontal brush seal which

deadens impact noise.

The interior cupboard space is not 

interfered with in the slightest by any

protruding elements. And as if this were

not enough, it also boasts yet another

Hawa invention: vertical seals which

cover the hinges and provide them with

allround protection against dust.

Flexible assembly
HAWA-Multifold 30– 30/W gives you

absolute freedom when it comes to

assembly, thanks to 3 different design

options – Vorfront, Mixfront and

Infront. The logical construction of the

HAWA-Multifold 30 will simplify things

for you, whatever you are creating.

And what is more, it will save you an

enormous amount of time too, as

comparisons with other hardware

systems have clearly shown.

Standard designs (according to template)

Vorfront Mixfront Infront
(with bar
bolt lock)

Variant
(e.g. walk-in cabinet)

Exterior visible side

Inset panels

Overlay panels

Folding sliding doors provided on one side with 110° concealed hinges with spring.

Exterior visible
side

Overlay panels

For door thicknesses as from 20 mm ( ”) 
the edges must be smoothed off.

25
32

HAWA-Mult i fold 30

Ingenious down to the 
last  detai l

Everything about the HAWA-

Multifold 30 is spot on, right down to

the locking mechanism. The vertical

bar bolt lock that has been carefully

designed for the Multifold, and is 

suitable for standard furniture keys or

Kaba 8 cylinders, grips directly onto

the top track and bottom guide 

channel. Its solid construction ensures

that the good impression created by a

Multifold cupboard is not spoiled by

even the tiniest detail.

Inset panels

«side-fit»
set

«central-type»
set

«exterior-type»
set

Folding package width

set for a
«two-panel cabinet»

Planning/ instal lat ion
HAWA-Mult i fold 30

Please use the corresponding installation instructions:

15042 for folding panel pairs that are to be 

freely moved to and fro

14826 for folding panel pairs that are to be 

attached to the side
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absolute freedom when it comes to

assembly, thanks to 3 different design

options – Vorfront, Mixfront and

Infront. The logical construction of the

HAWA-Multifold 30 will simplify things

for you, whatever you are creating.

And what is more, it will save you an

enormous amount of time too, as

comparisons with other hardware

systems have clearly shown.

Standard designs (according to template)

Vorfront Mixfront Infront
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bolt lock)

Variant
(e.g. walk-in cabinet)

Exterior visible side
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Folding sliding doors provided on one side with 110° concealed hinges with spring.
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side

Overlay panels

For door thicknesses as from 20 mm ( ”) 
the edges must be smoothed off.
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Everything about the HAWA-

Multifold 30 is spot on, right down to

the locking mechanism. The vertical

bar bolt lock that has been carefully

designed for the Multifold, and is 

suitable for standard furniture keys or

Kaba 8 cylinders, grips directly onto
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that the good impression created by a

Multifold cupboard is not spoiled by
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Thanks to their amazing 

versatility, the 

HAWA-Multifold 30 and 30/W

give you plenty of scope for 
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Superior  technology
HAWA-Multifold 30 – 30/W are our two

folding sliding hardware systems that

open up all avenues for you with regard

to cabinet doors with a panel weight of

up to 30 kg (60 lbs). When the doors

move they are virtually silent. The versa-

tility of these hardware systems is sim-

ply astounding, for the folded panels

can be moved freely to and fro or affixed

on the side. Their advanced technology

is going to take some beating too. They

feature a horizontal brush seal which

deadens impact noise.

The interior cupboard space is not 

interfered with in the slightest by any

protruding elements. And as if this were

not enough, it also boasts yet another

Hawa invention: vertical seals which

cover the hinges and provide them with

allround protection against dust.

Flexible assembly
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absolute freedom when it comes to

assembly, thanks to 3 different design

options – Vorfront, Mixfront and

Infront. The logical construction of the

HAWA-Multifold 30 will simplify things

for you, whatever you are creating.

And what is more, it will save you an

enormous amount of time too, as

comparisons with other hardware

systems have clearly shown.
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Vorfront Mixfront Infront
(with bar
bolt lock)

Variant
(e.g. walk-in cabinet)

Exterior visible side

Inset panels

Overlay panels

Folding sliding doors provided on one side with 110° concealed hinges with spring.
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side

Overlay panels

For door thicknesses as from 20 mm ( ”) 
the edges must be smoothed off.
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Multifold 30 is spot on, right down to

the locking mechanism. The vertical

bar bolt lock that has been carefully

designed for the Multifold, and is 

suitable for standard furniture keys or

Kaba 8 cylinders, grips directly onto
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that the good impression created by a

Multifold cupboard is not spoiled by
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HAWA-Mult i fold 30/W
HAWA-Multifold 30/W is an addition to

the HAWA-Multifold 30 (Infront and

Vorfront) hardware system. It is instal-

led on one side using concealed hin-

ges and does not require a bottom

guide. This hardware set may be used

on the left or thr right as desired, and

is supplied together with an 1100 mm

(3’7 ”) top track.

Construct ion
Inlay and overlay door constructions

are possible.
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Unique folding system
With the HAWA-Multifold 30/W it is 

possible to cover an opening of up to 2

metres in width with a dual-panel 

folding stack (left and right). Unlike

other systems, the folding panels are

not suspended with concealed metal

strips here, but instead are guided 

with greater precision by our newly

developed and extremely robust 

concealed press-fit cup. As a result, the

folding panels are rendered much more

stable.One disadvantage with many

systems is that, due to the design of the

folding door stack, either a broad 

section of the cabinet is not directly

accessible, or it is necessary to pull on

the edge of the door facing the cabinet

in order to close it. Hawa has now

solved this problem by coming up with 

a carefully designed folding method.
Planning/ instal lat ion 
HAWA-Mult i fold 30/W

For planning and installation please use

the installation instructions code 15567.
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HAWA-Multifold 30, sets without profile set

Maximum
panel
widths

panel code

«Two-panel
cabinet/wardobe»
set

500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15037

«Exterior type» set
(for left and
right-hand use)

500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15276

«Central type» set
500 mm
(1'7 11

16
") 2 15039

«Sidefit type» set,
without exterior
concealed hinges
(for left and
right-hand use)

650 mm
(2'1 19

32
") 2 15040

HAWA-Multifold 30/W, sets

panel code

Set for «walk-in cabinet»,
without exterior concealed
hinges, with top track

2 15569

Set for «walk-in cabinet»,
without exterior concealed
hinges, without top track

2 18286

Each set contains installation instruction.

Profile sets

mm/inch code

Top track and bottom
guide channel,
alu plain anodized,
predrilled,
with brush seal

1100
(3'7 5

16
")

15024

1800
(5'1055

64
")

15025

2500
(8'227

64
")

15026

3500
(11'551

64
")

15027

6000
(19'8 7

32
")

15290

Installation instructions are added to each profile set.

Vertical seal profiles, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR)

code

Seal profile,
white (RAL 9010)

5 m roll
(16'427

32
")

15227

10 m roll
(32'945

64
")

15228

Seal profile,
black

5 m roll
(16'427

32
")

15224

10 m roll
(32'945

64
")

15225

Accessories

code

Folding panel connecting elements for
two pairs of folding sliding doors
(2-piece set)

14933

Panel surface equalizer, plastic black
(2-piece set)

14906

Furniture bar bolt lock, 27/110/8 mm
(1 1

16
" / 4 21

64
" / 5

16
"), nickel finish, with

1 EURO key, 2 half-round rods, 1500 mm
(4'11 1

16
"), rod guides and strike plates

(simultaneous locking)

20875

20876

Furniture bar bolt lock, 27/110/8 mm
(1 1

16
" / 4 21

64
" / 5

16
"), nickel finish, with

Kaba-8- cylinder (length 25 mm [63

64
"]) 1

press-fit sleeve, 2 keys, 2 half-round rods,
1500 mm (4'11 1

16
"), rod guides and strike

plates (separate locking)

20873

20874

Concealed hinge, dull nickel finish, 110°
(inset panels)

14528

Concealed hinge, dull nickel finish, 120°
(overlay panels)

15059

Mortising template for cup recesses 14761

F e a t u r e s o f t h e H AWA - M u l t i f o l d 3 0 – 3 0 / W
• Maximum panel weight 30 kg (66 lbs.),

panel pair 60 kg (132 lbs.)

• Maximum panel heights 2600 mm (8'6 23
64 ")

• Panel widths 200 – 500 mm (77
8" - 1'7 11

16") / attached to

the side, with guide channel 650 mm (2'119
32")

• Panel thicknesses 19 – 25 mm ( 3
4 " - 63

64 ")

• Vertical groove width 3 – 5 mm ( 1
8" -

13
64 ")

• Vertical adjustment ± 2 mm ( 5
64 ")

O r d e r s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
• Number and type of sets

• Number and type of profile sets

• Number of rollers and type of vertical seal profiles

• Number and type of accessories

• Whether with or without mortising template

Subject to modification. Metric specifications are exact
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Thanks to their amazing 

versatility, the 

HAWA-Multifold 30 and 30/W

give you plenty of scope for 

the most varied creations –

from miniature cabinets to

walk-in cupboards. 

Superior  technology
HAWA-Multifold 30 – 30/W are our two

folding sliding hardware systems that

open up all avenues for you with regard

to cabinet doors with a panel weight of

up to 30 kg (60 lbs). When the doors

move they are virtually silent. The versa-

tility of these hardware systems is sim-

ply astounding, for the folded panels

can be moved freely to and fro or affixed

on the side. Their advanced technology

is going to take some beating too. They

feature a horizontal brush seal which

deadens impact noise.

The interior cupboard space is not 

interfered with in the slightest by any

protruding elements. And as if this were

not enough, it also boasts yet another

Hawa invention: vertical seals which

cover the hinges and provide them with

allround protection against dust.

Flexible assembly
HAWA-Multifold 30– 30/W gives you

absolute freedom when it comes to

assembly, thanks to 3 different design

options – Vorfront, Mixfront and

Infront. The logical construction of the

HAWA-Multifold 30 will simplify things

for you, whatever you are creating.

And what is more, it will save you an

enormous amount of time too, as

comparisons with other hardware

systems have clearly shown.

Standard designs (according to template)

Vorfront Mixfront Infront
(with bar
bolt lock)

Variant
(e.g. walk-in cabinet)

Exterior visible side

Inset panels

Overlay panels

Folding sliding doors provided on one side with 110° concealed hinges with spring.

Exterior visible
side

Overlay panels

For door thicknesses as from 20 mm ( ”) 
the edges must be smoothed off.
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HAWA-Mult i fold 30

Ingenious down to the 
last  detai l

Everything about the HAWA-

Multifold 30 is spot on, right down to

the locking mechanism. The vertical

bar bolt lock that has been carefully

designed for the Multifold, and is 

suitable for standard furniture keys or

Kaba 8 cylinders, grips directly onto

the top track and bottom guide 

channel. Its solid construction ensures

that the good impression created by a

Multifold cupboard is not spoiled by

even the tiniest detail.

Inset panels

«side-fit»
set

«central-type»
set

«exterior-type»
set

Folding package width

set for a
«two-panel cabinet»

Planning/ instal lat ion
HAWA-Mult i fold 30

Please use the corresponding installation instructions:

15042 for folding panel pairs that are to be 

freely moved to and fro

14826 for folding panel pairs that are to be 

attached to the side




